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Reciprocal Bidirectional Plasticity of Parallel
Fiber Receptive Fields in Cerebellar Purkinje
Cells and Their Afferent Interneurons
surface. Hence, these recent data suggested that most
PF synapses are normally depressed or electrically in-
active. Furthermore, the properties of the PF receptive
fields indirectly suggested the existence of climbing fi-
ber-specific potentiation and depression of PF syn-
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and Jo¨rntell, 2001). Consistent with the existence ofSE-221 84 Lund
Sweden these forms of PF synaptic plasticity, we demonstrate
here for both cell types that previously absent cutaneous
input can be rapidly induced and subsequently removed
using specific combinations of PF and CF activation.Summary
The highly specific relationships between parallel fiber Results
(PF) and climbing fiber (CF) receptive fields in Purkinje
cells and interneurons suggest that normal PF re- PFs were activated by electrical microstimulation (5–60
ceptive fields are established by CF-specific plasticity. A) through microelectrodes inserted in the superficial
To test this idea, we used PF stimulation that was cortical layer (Figure 1A). At these intensities, single-
either paired or unpaired with CF activity. Conspicu- shock stimulation produced a robust discharge in neu-
ously, unpaired PF stimulation that induced long-last- rons recorded on-beam, but the activated PFs would
ing, very large increases in the receptive field sizes of be expected to form a narrow beam corresponding only
Purkinje cells induced long-lasting decreases in re- to a fraction of the PFs passing through the dendritic
ceptive field sizes of their afferent interneurons. In trees of on-beam Purkinje cells and interneurons (Ekerot
contrast, PF stimulation paired with CF activity that and Kano, 1985; Wang et al., 2000). To induce plasticity
induced long-lasting decreases in the receptive fields of PF input, PFs were stimulated with a standard burst
of Purkinje cells induced long-lasting, large increases (referred to as PFb below; 15 pulses at 100 Hz repeated
in the receptive fields of interneurons. These proper- every third second for 5 min) that was either paired or
ties, and the fact the mossy fiber receptive fields were unpaired with CF activity. The spike activity of both
unchanged, suggest that the receptive field changes Purkinje cells and interneurons displayed a strong acti-
were due to bidirectional PF synaptic plasticity in Pur- vation during the PF stimulation burst followed by a
kinje cells and interneurons. longer period of spike depression, regardless of whether
the PFb was paired or unpaired with climbing fiber activ-
Introduction ity. Such a response pattern is illustrated in Figure 1B
for a Purkinje cell during the PFb protocol. For all stimu-
The Purkinje cell of the cerebellar cortex receives infor- lation protocols used, we routinely checked that the
mation from hundreds of thousands of excitatory paral- receptive fields of single climbing fibers and mossy fi-
lel fiber (PF) synapses and thousands of inhibitory syn- bers, the input sources of the cerebellar cortex, had
apses made by interneurons (Eccles et al., 1967; Harvey normal, restricted distributions (Ekerot et al., 1991; Gar-
and Napper, 1991). The PFs span several millimeters of wicz et al., 1998).
the cerebellar cortex and make synapses on virtually
every one of the Purkinje cells and interneurons encoun- PF Receptive Field Plasticity in Purkinje Cells
tered along their course (Harvey and Napper, 1991; In Purkinje cells, PF burst stimulation not associated
Pitchitpornchai et al., 1994). Furthermore, each Purkinje with climbing fiber discharge (PFb protocol) transformed
cell and each interneuron are innervated by a climbing the original, restricted receptive field to a large receptive
fiber (CF) (Sugihara et al., 1999). In Purkinje cells, CF field (Figure 1D) that roughly corresponded to the mossy
input generates a characteristic complex spike (CSp) fiber input to this part of the cerebellum (Garwicz et al.,
whereas PF input, which is driven by mossy fibers, gen- 1998). Notably, the input from the original SSp receptive
erates simple spikes (SSp) (Thach, 1968; Ito, 1984). In field as a rule showed little change after the PFb proto-
interneurons, no differences between CF- and PF- col. In contrast, many skin areas that originally provided
evoked spike responses have been described. no excitatory input now provided a strong input that in
In the forelimb area of the cerebellar C3 zone, the some cases even exceeded that of the original SSp
cutaneous PF receptive fields of Purkinje cells and in- receptive field. Hence, the PFb protocol induced a sub-
terneurons are small and located outside and within stantial increase in peripheral input, but the input from
the local CF receptive field, respectively (Ekerot and different skin areas increased to different extents. The
Jo¨rntell, 2001). In contrast, the receptive fields of the skin area overlapping the CSp receptive field, from
underlying mossy fibers (Garwicz et al., 1998) indicate which originally no response or even inhibition was
that the population of PFs that crosses the dendritic evoked (Ekerot and Jo¨rntell, 2001), often became the
trees of these cells is activated from the entire body skin area providing the strongest input to the cell. This
is likely to be due to the fact that parallel fibers originat-
ing from granule cells beneath a Purkinje cell have a1Correspondence: henrik.jorntell@mphy.lu.se
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Figure 1. Induction of Increased SSp Receptive Field Sizes in Purkinje Cells
(A) Experimental setup. Peripheral PF input to Purkinje cells and interneurons is normally driven by mossy fibers. With the aim of inducing
plastic changes in the PF input, we applied electrical microstimulation directly to a beam of PFs. Open triangles, excitatory PF synapses;
closed triangles, inhibitory synapses; gray areas, climbing fiber synapses; PC, Purkinje cell; Int, interneuron, PF stim; electrical PF stimulation.
(B) Peristimulus histogram of SSp response to PF burst stimulation alone (PFb protocol). Bin width, 5 ms. Inset: 10 SSp superimposed.
(C) Schematic circuit diagram. In this and the following figures, circuit diagrams signify PF input to Purkinje cells and/or interneurons from
small receptive fields with a single open triangle. PF input from large skin areas are indicated by multiple triangles. The inhibitory synapses
made on Purkinje cells by the interneurons are also indicated (closed triangle).
(D) SSp receptive field and peristimulus histograms of cutaneously evoked SSp discharge before (left) and after (right) the PFb protocol (right).
In this and the following figures, all receptive fields were defined using manual mapping, and peristimulus histograms illustrate input from
sample skin sites (display 200 to 300 ms relative to the onset of stimulation; bin width, 20 ms). As a rule, each histogram represents data
obtained from 25–60 consecutive stimulations. Calibration bar (lower left) indicates 1 spike per bin and sweep. Excitatory receptive fields on
the left (ipsilateral) forelimb are indicated by two levels of shading, the darker shade indicating stronger excitatory input. Inhibitory receptive
fields are indicated with hatching. Note that in this and the following figures, inhibition of SSp activity was always independent of CSp activity,
as has been reported previously (Ekerot and Jo¨rntell, 2001).
(E) Time course of SSp receptive field during 3 hr (hours:minutes relative to the end of the PFb protocol). The CSp receptive field is indicated
to the left. c, contralateral; i, ipsilateral; FL, forelimb; HL, hindlimb.
higher density of synapses on that cell (Pitchitpornchai driving occurred during the ensuing 2 hr (Figure 1E). At
most, the effects of the PFb protocol were followedet al., 1994). These local granule cells are mainly acti-
vated from mossy fibers with receptive fields that at for 6 hr without being seen to diminish. Similar large
receptive fields were found for all Purkinje cells locatedleast partially overlap the CSp receptive field (Garwicz
et al., 1998). Also, skin areas located on remote parts within reach of the stimulated PF beam (n  22). In
contrast, before the PFb protocol, these cells had smallof the body, such as the contralateral forelimb and ipsi-
lateral hindlimb, which are included among the receptive PF receptive fields of a couple of square centimeters,
similar to other normal Purkinje cells in the C3 zonefields of the underlying mossy fibers (Garwicz et al.,
1998) but which rarely provide any PF input to Purkinje (Ekerot and Jo¨rntell, 2001). From the control, the re-
ceptive field expansions after the PFb protocol were atcells within the forelimb area of the C3 zone (Ekerot and
Jo¨rntell, 2001), now provided a distinct input to the cell least 2000% but usually considerably more. The distri-
bution of the receptive fields of off-beam Purkinje cells(Figures 1D and 1E). The changes to the receptive fields
were accompanied by a slightly increased responsive- (n 4) as well as on-beam (n 11) and off-beam (n 2)
interneurons all remained small and displayed a normalness of the cell to direct PF stimulation.
Generally, PFb protocols either induced a nearly im- relationship to the local CSp receptive field (Ekerot and
Jo¨rntell, 2001).mediate expansion of the SSp receptive fields to encom-
pass large parts of the body skin, as in Figure 1, or such To compare the PFb protocol used here with a proto-
col that in vitro has been shown to induce a presynapticlarge receptive fields gradually developed during the
first 15–35 min after the stimulation. In either case, a form of PF long-term potentitation (LTP) on Purkinje
cells (Hirano, 1991; Salin et al., 1996; Linden and Ahn,gradual, general increase in the efficacy of the peripheral
Receptive Field Plasticity in Cerebellar Neurons
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Figure 2. Frequency Dependence of Induction of Receptive Field Changes and Removal of Induced Receptive Fields
(A) Outline of exposed parts in pars intermedia of lobule V indicates recording and stimulation (star) sites for two Purkinje cells (PC1 and PC2)
located in the same PF beam. Dotted lines indicate borders of the C3 zone. Rostral is up, lateral is left.
(B) Time line indicating times of 5 Hz, PFb, and CSpPFb protocols. (i)–(v) indicate the times of data collection for the illustrations in (E); 1→2
indicates change of recorded Purkinje cell.
(C) Ten superimposed SSp of PC1.
(D) Three superimposed sweeps of CSp used for triggering the PFb stimulation applied to PC2. After the CSp, the recordings are dominated
by a truncated shock artifact (arrow), PF volley, and PF field response.
(E) SSp receptive fields and sample peristimulus histograms of evoked SSp activity. Columns from left to right: control data (i), data recorded
1 hr after PF stimulation at 5 Hz for 5 min (20 A) (ii), data recorded 35 min after the PFb protocol (20 A) (iii), data from PC2 recorded on-
beam after the same PFb protocol (iv), and 35 min after the CSpPFb protocol (30 A) (v). Times in brackets are relative to termination of
the latest protocol. The CSp receptive fields of PC1 and PC2 corresponded to their respective inhibitory receptive field indicated by hatching.
Denser hatching indicates skin areas from which stronger inhibition was evoked.
1999; see also Hansel et al., 2001), we applied the same trigger the PFb within 2–5 ms after the onset of the CSp
(CSpPFb protocol) (Figure 2D). In this case, the resulttotal number of stimulation pulses as in the PFb protocol
but now at an even frequency of 5 Hz during 5 min (n  was a rapid, dramatic shrinkage of the SSp receptive
field (n  6), and within 5 min, all peripheral excitation4). In our preparation, 5 Hz PF stimulation never induced
any detectable change in the receptive field distribution of the SSp could be temporarily abolished. However, a
small, restricted SSp receptive field similar in size andof the normal Purkinje cell, nor could we detect any
substantial increase of input from the original receptive distribution to the original receptive field reemerged
within 30 min, but the input from all other skin areasfield (Figure 2; note that the entire body surface was
routinely investigated with manual stimulation in search was persistently depressed (Figure 2E, see also Figure
3C). This SSp receptive field remained unchanged forof a cutaneous receptive field, although quantified input
is shown for a few skin sites only. Using manual stimula- the remainder of the recording (up to 1 1/2 hr). In a similar
protocol, but with the CSp instead being activated bytion, we believe that a receptive field expansion of up
to 20% around the borders of the original receptive field electrical stimulation within its cutaneous receptive
field, we usually did not see any depression of PF inputcould potentially pass unnoticed). When we applied the
PFb protocol 1 hr later, the usual enlargement of the (CFPFb protocol). Most likely, this is because the cuta-
neous stimulation also activated the PF input to theSSp receptive field developed in the same cell as well
as in other on-beam Purkinje cells (Figure 2E). Note inhibitory interneurons innervating the Purkinje cell. In-
terneuronal inhibition has previously been shown to pre-that the inhibition evoked from site 1 was exceptionally
strong in that the PFb failed to fully reverse the inhibition vent climbing fiber-induced depression of PF input to
Purkinje cells (Ekerot and Kano, 1985).to excitation, the net effect of the PFb being mainly a
reduced spike depression late during the manual stimu-
lation. We also tested whether the effects of the PFb on Beam Specificity of PF Receptive Field Plasticity
in Purkinje Cellsthe SSp receptive fields were reversible by a protocol
similar to that previously used for climbing fiber-induced In order to test whether the reversibility of the PFb-
induced SSp receptive fields by the CSpPFb protocoldepression of PF input in vivo (Ito et al., 1982; Ekerot
and Kano, 1985; Ito, 2001). To this end, we used real- (Figure 2) was beam specific, we positioned two PF
stimulation electrodes so that they activated differenttime identification of spontaneous CSp responses to
Neuron
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Figure 4. Specific Receptive Field Changes Induced by Cutaneous
Stimulation
Coils indicate location on the forelimb skin of bipolar, percutaneous
needle electrodes that were stimulated at 333 Hz, 50 pulses, re-
peated at 1 Hz for 10 min. Times (hr:min) are relative to the termina-
tion of the stimulation protocol. Black areas indicate CSp receptive
fields, gray areas indicate SSp receptive fields.
Cutaneous Stimulation Can Induce SpecificFigure 3. Beam Specificity of Receptive Field Increases and Re-
Receptive Field Changes in Purkinje Cellsceptive Field Decreases
In order to mimic the PFb protocol using input from(A) Location within the C3 zone (lobule V) of two PF stimulation
the periphery, we applied repeated trains of electricalelectrodes separated by approximately 0.12 mm and a recording
electrode. The tips of both PF electrodes were located about 0.1 stimulation to a restricted part of the forelimb skin (333
mm above the Purkinje cell layer. For PFb and CSpPFb protocols, Hz trains lasting 150 ms, repeated at 1 Hz for 10 min).
both electrodes were stimulated at 60 A, which for both electrodes In these cases, the stimulated skin area became a dis-
also was the lowest intensity at which a robust discharge in the tinct new component of the receptive fields of Purkinje
Purkinje cell was evoked.
cells within 30–45 min (Figure 4; areal changes of re-(B) Timeline indicating times at which the protocols were applied.
ceptive fields 100%, n  10). The receptive fields of(i)–(iv) indicate times of data collection for the illustrations in (C).
(C) SSp receptive fields and sample peristimulus histograms of mossy fibers (n  11), climbing fibers (n  10), and
evoked SSp activity. Columns from left to right: control data (i), data interneurons (n  7) remained normal, suggesting that
obtained 30 min after PFbt protocol in PF beam 1 (ii), data obtained we obtained similar effects as in the PFb protocol.
30 min after CSpPFbt protocol in PF beam 2 (iii), and 30 min after
CSp-PFb protocol in PF beam 1 (iv). Times in brackets are relative
PF Receptive Field Plasticity in Interneuronsto termination of the latest protocol. The CSp receptive field of the
The fact that interneuronal PF receptive fields are nor-Purkinje cell corresponded to the inhibitory receptive field indicated
by hatching. mally located within the local CSp receptive field led us
to suggest that PF synapses on interneurons that are
activated in conjunction with climbing fibers terminatingPF beams (Figure 3A). These two electrodes had the
on interneurons (Sugihara et al., 1999) should be potenti-same threshold for evoking a robust discharge in a Pur-
ated (Ekerot and Jo¨rntell, 2001). To test this idea, wekinje cell recorded some distance downstream of the
applied single electrical shocks within the cutaneoustwo beams. A PFb protocol in PF beam 1 resulted in an
receptive field of the locally terminating climbing fibersenlarged receptive field in the Purkinje cell (cf. columns
at the beginning of the PFb stimulation (CFPFb proto-i and ii in Figure 3C). Then, instead of applying a
col). The result was a dramatic enlargement of the nor-CSpPFb protocol to the same beam, we first applied
mally very restricted interneuronal receptive field (Figurea CSpPFb protocol to PF beam 2. After this protocol,
5A) (n  12; receptive field expansions were at leastwe could not detect any effect on the peripheral excit-
1000%). The receptive field enlargement developedatory input to the cell (Figure 3Ciii). In contrast, a
during 10–30 min and was followed for 2 1/2 hr withoutCSpPFb protocol applied to PF beam 1 nearly immedi-
being seen to diminish. However, we were never able toately removed all excitatory input, sparing only part of
the input from the original SSp receptive field (Figure 3Civ). detect input from any skin area other than the ipsilateral
Receptive Field Plasticity in Cerebellar Neurons
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Figure 5. Induced Receptive Field Changes in Interneurons
(A) Peristimulus histograms and receptive fields of an interneuron. Left column: normal. Middle column: 30 min after CFPFb protocol. Right
column: 30 min after PFb protocol. Numbers in the lower left panel indicate skin sites for which quantified input is shown in histograms. Inset:
10 superimposed spikes.
(B) An interneuron recorded 45 min after a CSpPFb protocol triggered by the spontaneous CSp responses (cf. Figure 2D) of a Purkinje cell
dendrite located 30 m away. Inset: 10 superimposed spikes of the interneuron. The CSp receptive field of the Purkinje cell dendrite was
located on the ulnar part of the forearm (i.e., around site 4 in the lower panel). Normal r.f., superimposed receptive fields of 10 normal
interneurons found among Purkinje cells with this same type of CSp receptive field (panel constructed from the data of Ekerot and Jo¨rntell
[2001]). Darkest areas correspond to skin areas with maximal overlap between receptive fields.
(C) Inferior olivary stimulation and spike responses of two molecular layer interneurons recorded slightly above the Purkinje layer (left) and at
mid-molecular layer (right). Raw data for each interneuron are the first eight consecutive sweeps of inferior olive stimulation. Note that spike
responses occurred mainly within 4–5 ms after onset of the stimulation artifact. Peristimulus histograms of 52 and 36 inferior olivary stimulations,
respectively, are shown below (5 ms bin width  100 ms; calibration bar, 0.5 spikes/stimulation). Electrical stimulation of the inferior olive
(IOstim, single shocks at 0.33 Hz) was slightly above threshold (50–150 A) for evoking a local climbing fiber field potential, which had an
onset time of 4 ms indicated by the dotted vertical lines. The baseline shifts are due to the (truncated) shock artifacts.
forelimb and shoulder, in contrast to Purkinje cells after terneuron had an enlarged receptive field (Figure 5B),
which was otherwise found only among interneuronsPFb protocols (Figures 1–3). Off-beam interneurons (n
5) all displayed normal receptive fields after CFPFb subjected to the CFPFb protocol and never among
normal interneurons of the C3 zone (Ekerot and Jo¨rntell,protocols.
After applying the CFPFb protocol to interneurons, 2001) (n 2). More often, this approach failed to induce
enlarged receptive fields in interneurons (n 6), but thiswe applied the PFb stimulation without pairing with the
cutaneously evoked climbing fiber input (n  5). This was probably due to a low probability of encountering
an interneuron that both received collaterals from theprotocol (PFb), which in Purkinje cells always induced
substantial increases in the SSp receptive fields, reliably climbing fiber used to trigger the PF stimulation and
received input from the stimulated parallel fibers.induced substantial decreases in the PF receptive fields
of interneurons, but at least part of the PF input driven Putative molecular layer interneurons have previously
been shown to be activated by inferior olivary stimula-from the original excitatory receptive field remained (Fig-
ure 5A). The latter probably represent driving from PFs tion (Eccles et al., 1966), and Figure 5C shows additional
data for this projection. Note that although not everythat were unaffected by the low intensity stimulation
used. stimulation evoked a spike in the recorded interneurons
(n  5), the peristimulus histograms showed that thereTo directly compare the effects of paired CF and PF
activity in Purkinje cells and interneurons, spontaneous was a substantial increase of firing at 4–9 ms after the
shock. Most of the evoked spikes occurred at 4–5 msCSp responses of a Purkinje cell dendrite were used to
trigger the PFb (CSpPFb protocol) before recording after onset of the stimulation (Figure 5C), which corre-
sponded to the onset time of local climbing fiber fieldfrom an interneuron located 30 m away. This in-
Neuron
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CFPFb protocol again resulted in strong inhibition be-
ing evoked from most parts of the forelimb, but the
strong excitatory input induced by the PFb protocol was
never completely concealed (Figure 6B, left column).
After application of a CSpPFb protocol to the Purkinje
cell, the excitatory input was depressed and the inhibi-
tory input was potentiated (Figure 6B, right column). The
loss of excitatory input from the back and tail, skin areas
from which interneurons were never activated, indicated
that there was a true depression of excitatory input to
the Purkinje cell rather than a mere concealment of excit-
atory input by potentiated inhibitory input.
Discussion
In the present paper, we described the induction of
profound and long-lasting PF receptive field changes in
Purkinje cells and molecular layer interneurons using
burst stimulation of PFs that was either paired or un-
paired with climbing fiber activity. Interestingly, the re-
ceptive field plasticity of Purkinje cells and interneurons
was not only bidirectional but also reciprocal. Thus, pair-
ing climbing fiber activity with PF burst stimulation led
to a decrease in the PF receptive field size of a Purkinje
cell and, at the same time, an increase in the receptive
field size of on-beam interneurons being afferent to the
Figure 6. Effects of PF Input Plasticity in the Cortical Network Purkinje cell. Hence, the effect in the Purkinje cell was
(A) Peristimulus histograms and receptive fields of an on-beam in- both a reduction of excitatory input and an increase of
terneuron, an on-beam Purkinje cell (PC1), and a Purkinje cell lo- inhibitory input. The reverse effect (i.e., increased PF
cated in the same sagittal plane but 300 m off-beam (PC2) after
receptive field sizes in Purkinje cells and decreaseda CFPFb protocol was applied to the interneuron. PC1 and PC2
receptive field sizes in interneurons) was achieved whenhad virtually identical CSp receptive fields, which were located
the PF burst stimulation was applied without synchroni-within the skin area from which the strongest excitation was evoked
in the interneuron (about site 1). zation with climbing fiber input. The robust and long-
(B) A Purkinje cell recorded 70 min after application of an on- lasting effects indicate that the stimulation protocols
beam PFb protocol and a subsequent CFPFb protocol applied to induced plastic changes somewhere in the neuronal net-
an on-beam interneuron (left column). Right column: the same cell
work between the periphery and the cells recorded from.5 min after application of a CSpPFb protocol to the recorded
Purkinje cell. The CSp receptive field was located along the ulnar
forearm. Exc, excitatory input within inhibitory receptive fields. Inset: Mechanisms Underlying Plasticity
normal r.f., superimposed SSp receptive fields of 14 normal Purkinje of Receptive Fields
cells with the same type of CSp receptive field (panel constructed Given that we only recorded the peripheral receptive
from the data of Ekerot and Jo¨rntell [2001]).
fields of extracellular spikes, it may seem difficult to
pinpoint the location(s) at which the plastic changes
took place. However, an extensive knowledge of the
potentials and is in agreement with the response latency
organization and physiology of the cerebellar neuronal
times reported by Eccles et al. (1966).
network is available. As shown below, this knowledge
helps us to reduce the number of plausible locations so
that the most likely location becomes the efficacy of PFEffects of PF Receptive Field Plasticity
synapses on Purkinje cells/interneurons.in the Cerebellar Cortical Network
Putative locations of plasticity must be able to ac-The different protocols inducing changes in the PF re-
count for:ceptive fields of the cerebellar neurons gave rise to pro-
found changes in the activity flow through the cerebellar
(1) The reciprocal changes in receptive fields of Purkinje
neuronal circuitry. For example, after CFPFb protocols
cells and molecular layer interneurons as well as
were applied to interneurons, peripheral stimulation
their beam-specific nature.
evoked strong inhibition from the entire forelimb, but
(2) The fact that receptive fields changed only in Pur-
not from other parts of the body skin, in on-beam Pur-
kinje cells and interneurons contacted by the stimu-
kinje cells (Figure 6A, PC1). This is in contrast to normal
lated parallel fibers. Furthermore, stimulation proto-
Purkinje cells, which have restricted inhibitory receptive
cols resulting in decreased receptive field sizes in
fields (Ekerot and Jo¨rntell, 2001; see also Figures 1D
Purkinje cells and interneurons were only effective
and 2E). In an off-beam Purkinje cell, the inhibition was
for parallel fiber beams that were previously used to
weaker, making it possible for the underlying excitation
induce increased receptive field sizes in the respec-
from the normal, small PF receptive field to “shine
tive cell type.
through” (Figure 6A, PC2). In an on-beam Purkinje cell
that had first been subjected to a PFb protocol, the Candidate locations for plasticity include (1) precerebel-
Receptive Field Plasticity in Cerebellar Neurons
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Figure 7. Suggested Network Effects for In-
duction for PF Receptive Field Expansion
Single mossy fibers are usually activated from
restricted receptive fields. However, all to-
gether, the population of mossy fibers termi-
nating within the C3 zone is activated from
the entire body (Garwicz et al., 1998). Since
parallel fibers are very long relative to the
topographical distribution of mossy fibers
with different receptive fields, single neurons
are traversed by parallel fibers representing
most of these receptive field varieties. Still,
Purkinje cells are normally driven from re-
stricted receptive fields (parallel fiber input
indicated by triangle), which indicates that
the majority of parallel fiber synapses are
electrically inactive or depressed. After a PFb
protocol, part of that PF input was potenti-
ated (represented by the circle synapses).
Hence, the original, restricted receptive field
was transformed to include most parts of the
body skin.
lar sources of afferent input, (2) the mossy fiber to gran- duced. Purkinje cells issue inhibitory axon collaterals
that terminate on Golgi cells, Lugaro cells, and Purkinjeule cell relay and its control by Golgi cell inhibition,
(3) inhibitory connections between Purkinje cells and cells, but they are not believed to contact the molecular
layer interneurons (Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974; Bishop,interneurons, (4) general excitability changes in Purkinje
cells and interneurons, and (5) changes in the synaptic 1982; De Camilli et al., 1984; Hawkes and Leclerc, 1989).
Hence, it is unlikely that the receptive field effects in-efficacy of the stimulated parallel fibers.
The Precerebellar Sources of Afferent Input duced in interneurons were indirectly due to changes
in the input to Purkinje cells. Furthermore, sinceAfter all stimulation protocols, we routinely checked that
the receptive fields of mossy fibers and climbing fibers branches to the molecular layer are rare and do not
extend to its upper half (Bishop, 1982), such indirectwere small and unchanged compared to their normal
properties (Ekerot et al., 1991; Garwicz et al., 1998; Ek- effects can be excluded for interneurons in the upper
half of the molecular layer, of which we recorded four.erot and Jo¨rntell, 2001). In any case, changes in mossy
fiber excitability or receptive fields could not explain General Excitability Changes in Purkinje Cells
and Interneuronsour findings since (1) they would not account for the
reciprocal changes in PC and interneuron receptive A strong argument against the alternative that our proto-
cols merely induced general excitability changes in Pur-fields, and (2) mossy fibers branch in the sagittal direc-
tion (Sultan, 2001), and changes in their properties would kinje cells comes from our finding that the enlarged
receptive field induced by one PF beam could only behence not generate beam-specific effects.
The Mossy Fiber to Granule Cell Relay removed by stimulation of the same beam, the other
afferent PF beam being ineffective (Figure 3). Further-and Its Control by Golgi Cell Inhibition
Plastic changes in the mossy fiber to granule cell relay more, protocols inducing receptive field expansions in
Purkinje cells and interneurons resulted in a differentialwould account for the beam specificity but not the recip-
rocal changes in PC and interneuron receptive fields. increase of input from different skin areas; the input
from the original, normal PF receptive fields was notSimilarly, plasticity of Golgi cell inhibition could fulfill the
criterion of beam specificity, but could not explain the markedly affected (Figures 1–3, and 5A). Compared to
the substantial increase of input from other skin areas,differential effects obtained in Purkinje cells and inter-
neurons. there was always a remarkable relative decrease of input
from the original PF receptive fields. Hence, generalInhibitory Connections between Purkinje Cells
and Interneurons excitability changes are unlikely explanations of our
findings. It should be added that in a previous studyThe axons of the inhibitory interneurons terminate in the
molecular layer and provide inhibitory input to Purkinje of normal Purkinje cells and interneurons (Ekerot and
Jo¨rntell, 2001), we routinely noted that the normal, smallcells. In normal Purkinje cells not subjected to any PF
stimulation protocol, interneuronal inhibition of SSp ac- PF receptive fields remained stable despite substantial
changes in the excitability of the cells, as monitored bytivity has distinct and small receptive fields (Ekerot and
Jo¨rntell, 2001) (Figures 1–4), which correspond to the the spontaneous and evoked firing levels. Before the
application of the stimulation protocols described in theexcitatory receptive fields of local interneurons. Hence,
any potential decrease in the inhibitory synaptic efficacy present paper (Ekerot and Jo¨rntell, 2001), we had never
encountered Purkinje cells or interneurons with the largeon Purkinje cells as a result of our PFb protocol would
only involve small areas of the skin and could not explain receptive fields that were induced in this set of experi-
ments.the very large excitatory receptive fields that were in-
Neuron
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Changes in the Synaptic Efficacy are located in lead of these movement components.
These earlier data together with the present study bringof the Stimulated Parallel Fibers
Since we stimulated PFs, the simplest interpretation of us close to an understanding of the role of the cerebellar
network in movement control and adaptation. Each mi-the induced receptive field changes is that they are due
to bidirectional changes in the synaptic efficacy of the crozone may be viewed as a regulating system that
controls specific movement components used for thestimulated PFs, which are reciprocal in Purkinje cells
and interneurons. This interpretation could explain both correction of ongoing movements. The role of the climb-
ing fiber input to the microzone may be to signal perfor-why opposite effects were induced in PCs and interneu-
rons when the PF burst stimulation was synchronized mance errors related to the controlled movement com-
ponents (Gilbert and Thach, 1977; Gellman et al., 1985;or not synchronized with the spontaneous activity of the
local CF, and why the new receptive field components Andersson and Armstrong, 1987; Kitazawa et al., 1998;
Ito, 2001). In a suggested scheme of operation, the cor-were induced and removed in a beam-specific fashion.
Note that the large receptive fields that were induced rective movement components could be initiated or
driven by events that activate the interneurons anddo not indicate that there was an unspecific recruitment
of parallel fiber synapses. These results are what would braked or terminated by events that activate the Purkinje
cells. Interneurons could learn to register or predictbe expected in a parallel fiber beam in which PFs driven
from different specific receptive fields have a random movement errors that require their activation by
strengthening PF input activated in conjunction withdistribution (Figure 7). It was possible to induce input
from specific skin areas in Purkinje cells when we used their afferent climbing fibers, whereas PF input activated
without associated climbing fiber activity would be de-a peripheral stimulation intended to mimic the PFb pro-
tocol (Figure 4). pressed. On Purkinje cells, PF input activated in con-
junction with climbing fiber activation would instead beAlthough we have not specifically investigated the
issue, we believe that our data still can give important depressed to avoid interference with the movement
drive provided by the interneurons. The Purkinje cellsclues about the subcellular mechanisms behind the re-
ceptive field changes. One key observation is that the also learn to brake or terminate their controlled move-
ment components as a response to the activation of aonly difference between protocols inducing increases
and decreases in receptive field sizes was whether the specific cutaneous area (i.e., their excitatory PF re-
ceptive fields). These excitatory receptive fields may bePF stimulation was paired or unpaired with spontaneous
climbing fiber discharge. This, and the fact that a given induced by PF activation alone. However, the normal
excitatory receptive fields of Purkinje cells are highlyprotocol had opposite effects in Purkinje cells and in-
terneurons, strongly suggests to us that there is a post- specific to their CSp receptive fields (Ekerot and Jo¨rntell,
2001). Since it is impossible to understand how PF acti-synaptic involvement in these plastic changes. Further-
more, the protocol used for inducing decreased PF vation alone could result in such specific receptive
fields, we believe that there must be additional factors,receptive field sizes in Purkinje cells was similar to that
used in the first experiments demonstrating the induc- which in normal life permit only specific PF input to be
strengthened in Purkinje cells.tion of long-lasting depression of PF input in Purkinje
cells (Ito et al., 1982; Ekerot and Kano, 1985; Sakurai,
1987), which is now commonly referred to as cerebellar Experimental Procedures
or parallel fiber LTD (Hansel et al., 2001; Ito 2001) and
believed to be linked to subcellular processes such as Twenty-four adult cats were prepared as previously described (Ek-
erot and Jo¨rntell, 2001). Briefly, for initial preparation, the animalsendocytosis of AMPA receptors (Wang and Linden,
were anaesthetized with propofol (Diprivan Zeneca, Macclesfield2000; Hansel et al., 2001; Ito, 2001). The other three
Cheshire, UK), administered i.v. and supplemented as necessary.forms of PF receptive field plasticity (i.e., the receptive
The end-expiratory CO2, blood pressure, and body temperaturefield expansions in Purkinje cells and the receptive field were monitored continuously and maintained within physiological
expansions/decreases in interneurons) may hence be limits, and a continuous infusion of glucose in Ringer-acetate was
given. Following resection of the left occipital lobe, the animalsdue to previously unknown forms of PF synaptic plas-
were decerebrated at the level of the superior colliculus, and theticity.
anesthesia was discontinued. The bony tentorium over the left cere-
bellar anterior lobe was removed to allow recording from that area.
Functional Roles for PF Receptive Field Plasticity Several steps of preparation served to increase the mechanical
in Purkinje Cells and Interneurons stability of the brain, and the animals were continuously paralyzed
(Pavulon Organon Teknika, Boxtel, Holland) during recording ses-The forelimb area of the cerebellar C3 zone consists of
sions. The EEG, recorded after the decerebration from the intact30–40 narrow, longitudinally arranged microzones, each
hemisphere, was characterized by irregular periods of large-waveof which contains Purkinje cells and interneurons acti-
oscillations, a sign of deep sleep.vated from climbing fibers with the same type of re-
All recordings were made from the forelimb area of the cerebellar
ceptive field (Ekerot et al., 1991; Sugihara et al., 1999; C3 zone, a cortical area controlling forelimb movements via the
Ekerot and Jo¨rntell, 2001). Via a converging inhibitory motor cortex and the red nucleus. Two coiled silver wires were put
on the cortical surface to stabilize the recording area. One to threeprojection to the deep cerebellar nucleus (Garwicz and
tungsten-in-glass microelectrodes (exposed tips, 50–150 m) wereEkerot, 1994), the Purkinje cells of a microzone control
inserted in the superficial cortical sheet for stimulation of PFs. Inthe same movement components (Ekerot et al., 1995;
some experiments, another large tungsten electrode was insertedJo¨rntell and Ekerot, 1999), at least part of which with-
near the primary fissure about 1 mm from the midline in order to
draw the climbing fiber receptive field and hence also reach the contralateral inferior olive. Smaller tungsten-in-glass mi-
the inhibitory receptive field (Ekerot et al., 1995). More- croelectrodes (exposed tip, 3–20 m) were inserted perpendicular
to the cerebellar cortical surface in order to isolate the extracellularover, the PF receptive fields (Ekerot and Jo¨rntell, 2001)
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spike activity of a Purkinje cell or an interneuron. Units were classi- Eccles, J.C., Ito, M., and Szenta´gothai, J. (1967). The Cerebellum
as a Neuronal Machine (Berlin-Heidelberg: Springer-Verlag).fied as Purkinje cells or interneurons according to previously de-
scribed criteria (Ekerot and Jo¨rntell, 2001); i.e., the presence or Ekerot, C.-F., and Jo¨rntell, H. (2001). Parallel fibre receptive fields
absence of spontaneous and evoked complex spikes, depth as of Purkinje cells and interneurons are climbing-fibre specific. Eur.
measured from the pial surface to the first Purkinje cell layer, and J. Neurosci. 13, 1303–1310.
correspondence between the excitatory receptive field of interneur-
Ekerot, C.-F., and Kano, M. (1985). Long-term depression of parallel
ons and the inhibitory receptive fields of Purkinje cells in the same
fibre synapses following stimulation of climbing fibres. Brain Res.
track. The spike activity of the isolated unit was continuously moni-
342, 357–360.
tored through loudspeakers, by display on an oscilloscope, and on
Ekerot, C.-F., Garwicz, M., and Schouenborg, J. (1991). Topographya computer screen. Furthermore, to provide a cleaner signal, the
and nociceptive receptive fields of climbing fibres projecting to thewaveshape of the spike, following real-time waveshape recognition
cerebellar anterior lobe in the cat. J. Physiol. (Lond.) 441, 257–274.performed by homemade software, was often output in isolation
Ekerot, C.-F., Jo¨rntell, H., and Garwicz, M. (1995). Functional relationthrough the loudspeaker. The entire body surface was investigated
between corticonuclear input and movements evoked on microstim-with manual stimulation in search of a cutaneous receptive field,
ulation in cerebellar nucleus interpositus anterior in the cat. Exp.and the general mapping procedures were the same as described
Brain Res. 106, 365–376.before (Ekerot and Jo¨rntell, 2001). Generally, the PF inputs to Pur-
kinje cells were evoked with rapid, light strokes whereas the input Garwicz, M., and Ekerot, C.-F. (1994). Topographical organization
to interneurons only required light touch. To construct peristimulus of the cerebellar cortical projection to nucleus interpositus anterior
histograms of spike activity evoked from sample skin sites, we used in the cat. J. Physiol. (Lond.) 474, 245–260.
a strain-gauge device mounted on the index finger of the investigator
Garwicz, M., Jo¨rntell, H., and Ekerot, C.-F. (1998). Cutaneous re-
to obtain a signal indicating the onset of cutaneous stimulation.
ceptive fields and topography of mossy fibres and climbing fibres
All peristimulus histograms of cutaneous input consisted of data
projecting to cat cerebellar C3 zone. J. Physiol. (Lond.) 512, 277–293.
obtained from 16–60 stimulations. All data was digitized at 40 kHz
Gellman, R., Gibson, A.R., and Houk, J.C. (1985). Inferior olivaryand stored on a computer disk for offline analysis.
neurons in the awake cat: detection of contact and passive bodyFor induction of PF receptive field changes, PFs were electrically
displacement. J. Neurophysiol. 54, 40–60.stimulated in 100 Hz bursts of 15 pulses (200 s wide) every third
Gilbert, P.F.C., and Thach, W.T. (1977). Purkinje cell activity duringsecond for 5 min. For Purkinje cells, PF stimulation at 100 Hz is
motor learning. Brain Res. 128, 309–328.known to be effective in activating metabotropic glutamate recep-
tors (mGluRs) (Batchelor and Garthwaite, 1997; Tempia et al., 1998). Hansel, C., Linden, D.J., and D’Angelo, E. (2001). Beyond parallel
When two or more protocols were applied to the same PF beam, fiber LTD: the diversity of synaptic and non-synaptic plasticity in
different protocols were separated by 40 min or more and PF stimu- the cerebellum. Nat. Neurosci. 4, 467–475.
lation intensities were increased by 5–10 A compared to the pre- Harvey, R.J., and Napper, R.M.A. (1991). Quantitative studies on the
ceding protocol. Electrical stimulation of the skin was through per- mammalian cerebellum. Prog. Neurobiol. 36, 437–463.
cutaneous needle electrode separated less than 15 mm. For the
Hawkes, R., and Leclerc, N. (1989). Purkinje cell axon collateralCSpPFb protocol, real-time identification of spontaneous CSp re-
distributions reflect the chemical compartmentation of the rat cere-sponses by homemade software was used to trigger the PF burst
bellar cortex. Brain Res. 476, 279–290.stimulation within 2–5 ms after CSp onset. CSp-triggered PF bursts
Hirano, T. (1991). Differential pre- and postsynaptic mechanisms forwere applied for 5 min at a maximal repetition rate of 0.5 Hz, and
synaptic potentiation and depression between a granule cell and athe total number of bursts was approximately the same as for the
Purkinje cell in rat cerebellar culture. Synapse 7, 321–323.PFb protocol applied without CSp triggering. For all stimulation
protocols used, we routinely checked that the receptive fields of Ito, M. (1984). The Cerebellum and Neural Control (New York: Raven).
single climbing fibers and mossy fibers, the input sources of the Ito, M. (2001). Cerebellar long-term depression: characterization,
cerebellar cortex, had normal, restricted distributions. signal transduction, and functional roles. Physiol. Rev. 81, 1143–
The experimental procedures were approved in advance by the 1195.
local Swedish Animal Research Ethics Committee.
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